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ABSTRACT 

“We have to understand the concept of adaptability quotient. That apart, we have to 

acquaint ourselves with 'digital literacy' and 'committed patience'”. 

This research papers primarily deals with the concept of online dispute resolution as the 

emerging method of justice delivery system in India, with special emphasizes on post Covid 

world. The global pandemic has forced the whole nation to shift from offline work mode to 

online or work from home method. Apart from this, it has created an unprecedented impact 

on Indian Judiciary along with forthcoming corporate disputes and other implications. 

ODR has emerged a recent method over ADR which is favored by the technological 

nuances like virtual conferences and online negotiations. This also deals with ODR or 

Online Dispute Resolution as the new emerging method of dispute resolution in India 

through the help of technology with major aim at lowering down the load on Indian Courts 

and promoting more of out-of-court settlement. 

This shift over the functioning of subordinate courts, which play a major role in the dispute 

resolution process, is the cause of significant concern as the majority of such courts are 

not even equipped to convene any sort of virtual proceedings. In this context, the paper 

attempts to discuss the obligation of the judiciary to play the role of the parens patriae to 

country’s citizens and develop a substantive policy framework to adopt Online Dispute 

Resolution (ODR) mechanisms and modern technology solutions, like Artificial 

Intelligence (AI), to increase the access to justice, and more importantly, prevent the system 

from succumbing to any such crisis like COVID-19 in future.  

Keywords: ODR, Internet Century, ADR, Artificial Technology, Justice Delivery System, 

Dispute Resolution.   

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

“Today, almost everything is available online except justice, which continues to be denied to 

millions of people across the world.”2 

                                                      
1 Author is a Student at Sharda University, India 
2 Mireze Philippe, Equal Access to Information & Justice: The Huge Potential of Online Dispute Resolution 

Greatly Underexplored (I), September 11, 2017, available at http://arbitrationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/ 
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It wouldn’t be incorrect to call the present century, as the Internet century or Technological 

century, rather than 21st century. People may be located lakhs of kms away from each other, a 

single skype call would actually lower the distance between them. People tend to form relations 

far across the nations, be it personal, professional or business, contract formation plays an 

integral in all kind of professional and business relations. However, litigation for these disputes 

is often inconvenient, impractical, time consuming and expensive due to the low value of the 

transactions and the physical distance between the parties. 

Online Dispute Resolution (ODR) is often referred as a form of ADR which takes advantage 

of the speed and convenience of the Internet and ICT. ODR is one of the best available option 

for enhancing the redress of consumer grievances, strengthening their trust in the market, and 

promoting the sustainable growth of e-commerce. 

ODR can be more beneficial in particular for settling complaints that are characterized for 

being: 

i) cross-border. 

ii) low value. 

iii) high volume. 

iv) occurred between Internet users.  

II. BACKGROUND 

As of August 25, there are total 39 High Court complexes with 4.49M, High Court cases 

pendency3 and 33.99M District Courts pendency4. In the High Courts, 35.6%5 seats for judges 

are vacant, while in the District Judiciary, this number is 21.4%.6 

Added to this, the global COVID-19 pandemic, which has forced everyone to stay at their homes 

and practice the resulting need for social distancing measures have forced everyone to shift from 

offline work pattern to work from home or online work pattern. This global pandemic has not 

only affected the economy, but has also adversely affected the pendency of litigation matters 

with an instant addition of corporate matters and recovery matters due to financial constrain. 

Therefore, the way ahead lies in the transformation of the dispute resolution ecosystem to adapt 

                                                      
2017/09/11/equal-access-information-justice-huge-potential-online-dispute-resolution-greatly-underexplored/ 

(Last visited on August 25, 2020). 
3 E-courts Services, available at https://ecourts.gov.in/ecourts_home/ (visited 25 August, 2020) 
4 Supra, note 3 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid. 
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to the changing demands of justice by using technology. 

The E-Committee for Technology and Administrative Reforms, constituted by the Supreme 

Court in 2004,7 has transformed the Indian litigation landscape by establishing the e-courts 

website as well as the National Judicial Data Grid (NJDG), its most significant achievement 

from a data-gathering perspective.8 The ODR mechanism and the concept of virtual courts 

have, however not been incorporated in the subordinate courts, thereby leading to the complete 

suspension of work during the lockdown. Similarly, the functioning of a large number of 

tribunals, including the National Green Tribunal (NGT), has come to a sudden halt. As a result, 

the NGT has stayed work on some vital government-funded projects, which might lead to dire 

consequences for the general public.9 The presence of limited benches in the higher judiciary 

due to the enforcement of the lockdown has resulted in the backlog of an enormous number of 

constitutional cases, including the petitions against the abrogation of Article 370, and those 

against the Citizenship Amendment Act, that has preyed on the civil liberties of lakhs of 

innocent civilians.10  

III. ODR: LOWERING THE GAP THROUGH TECHNOLOGY 

Online Dispute Resolution or ODR for short, is a form of ADR or alternate disputes resolution, 

which takes advantage of the technology, speed and convenience of the Internet. Despite the 

need for ODR, its growth has been slow when compared with traditional ADR, accounting for 

a very limited number of successful ODR providers. 

Online Dispute Resolution or ORD has emerged and, essentially takes the leading global 

practices from Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR), and synergizes them with the latest 

technology. E-commerce disputes have been tackled through ODR for several years now, with 

eBay11 having resolved many million matters through this process at its Resolution Center. The 

European Online Dispute Resolution12 platform was provided by the European Commission13 

to make online transactions, namely shopping, safer and fairer. In fact, the European Union has 

                                                      
7 Ministry of Law and Justice, Establishment of an E-Committee for Monitoring the Use of Technology and 

Administrative Reforms in the Indian Judiciary, No. L- I 10151212004-Jus (Notified on December 8, 2004). 
8Vidhi Centre for Legal Policy, Virtual Courts in India: A Strategy Paper, 8, (May 1, 2020), available 

at https://vidhilegalpolicy.in/2020/05/01/virtual-courts-in-india-a-strategy-paper/ (visited on 25 August, 2020).  
9 Outlook India, Do Virtual Courts Reserve Access To Justice Only For The Privileged Few, May 11, 2020, 

available at https://www.outlookindia.com/magazine/story/do-virtual-courts-reserve-access-to-justice-only-for-

the-privileged-few/303146 (visited on 25 August, 2020). 
10 Supra Note, 9 
11 Colin Rule, Making Peace on eBay: Resolving Disputes in the World’s Largest Marketplace, AC Resolution      

Magazine, Fall 2008, 8-9. 
12 European Commission, available at - https://ec.europa.eu/info/index_en (visited, 25 August, 2020)  
13 Supra, note 12 
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adopted a regulation which mandates all merchants in EU countries to notify consumers about 

the availability of ODR. 

Considering one of the most recent developments, Hon’ble Chief Justice SA Bobde has shared 

his openness to consider Artificial Intelligence for non-decision-making applications14. We all 

are aware that, Hon’ble Justice DY Chandrachud is leading the e-courts initiative, and critical 

changes are already noticeable. The introducing of e-filing from anywhere in India making it 

available 24/7 is revolutionary for India. Indian courts today are quickly adopting leading 

practices, in a sustainable and forward-thinking manner. Just a month back, for the first time 

in history, all three judges on a Supreme Court bench used laptops to go through cases in a 

paperless hearing, through video conferencing. In Justice Chandrachud’s words a couple of 

months back, the role of technology because of the pandemic has led to a situation where “the 

question today is not whether we should adopt technology but how well do we adopt 

technology.”15 

ODR ought to have a multi-pronged and multi sectoral initiative that focuses on dispute 

resolution for matters that reach the courts through open, efficient, transparent process; dispute 

containment, where only those disputes that require judicial resolution should reach the courts; 

and critically, dispute avoidance, where ODR could facilitate and ensure that a problem does 

not reach the stage of a dispute. 

The Seoul Protocol on Video Conferencing in International Arbitration16 released guidelines 

in March on how best to utilize video conferencing for remote hearings. Equally important is 

the Protocol on Cybersecurity in International Arbitration for reasonable information security 

measures that the parties and arbitrators can take when using ODR. These guidelines have been 

developed by a working group involving the International Commercial Court of Arbitration in 

collaboration with the New York City Bar Association and the International Institute for 

Conflict Prevention and Resolution17. 

Technology and science are a never ending and always developing process. There could be a 

spate of new technologies deployed in the near future that would require forward thinking 

                                                      
14Available at https://analyticsindiamag.com/cji-bobde-says-ai-will-not-be-used-for-decision-making-in-

supreme-court-but-for-case-management/ (visited 25 August, 2020) 
15Available at https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/blogs/voices/online-dispute-resolution-could-help-make-

justice-delivery-efficient-affordable-and-accessible/ (visited 25 August 2020).  
16The Seoul Protocol on Video Conferencing in International Arbitration, available at 

https://globalarbitrationreview.com/digital_assets/9eb818a3-7fff-4faa-aad3-3e4799a39291/Seoul-Protocol-on-

Video-Conference-in-International-Arbitration-(1).pdf (visited 25 August, 2020). 
17 The International Institute for Conflict Prevention and Resolution, available at https://www.cpradr.org/ 

(visited 25 August, 2020) 
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dispute resolution such as ODR makes provision, one such example could be blockchain driven 

arbitration processes for smart contracts. Smart contracts drafted in computer code use 

technology to automate enforceability through transfer of rights and obligations. Blockchain 

arbitration could administer resolution basis such smart contracts. There have been several 

pivotal initiatives through the e-courts project and related technology augmented moves whose 

impact will percolate both vertically and laterally. ODR, in addition to all the work that is 

already being done at several levels in the Courts, or through the widespread efforts of the 

Government, is an ideal fit for these times. 

Combining technology and data with negotiation, mediation and arbitration could potentially 

create many innovative new approaches to resolve disputes well before they come to court. 

ODR is a solution whose success will depend to a large extent on multi-pronged, diverse 

stakeholder involvement. The commitment to collaboratively build this framework should 

therefore be unerring. 

IV. FUTURE OF DISPUTE RESOLUTION: AN INDIAN PERSPECTIVE.  

“We have to understand the concept of adaptability quotient. That apart, we have to acquaint 

ourselves with 'digital literacy' and 'committed patience'”. 

The United Nations Commission of International Trade Law (UNCITRAL)18 Working Group 

has defined ODR as a mechanism for resolution of disputes through the application of 

electronic communications as well as other aspects of information and communication 

technology. Initially, the acronym ODR contained a hidden ‘A’ after ‘O’ for ‘Alternative’, and 

was applied solely in Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) mechanisms. However, under the 

present scenario, we must realize that the ODR mechanism cannot be kept aloof from court 

procedures, since various jurisdictions across the globe are increasingly adapting to 

technological advancements to enhance access to justice. Online Dispute Resolution is 

regarded as a significant ingredient in the evolution of the legal paradigm. The application of 

ODR in courts as well as in the field of ADR can prove to be instrumental since technology 

can make the dispute resolution processes comparatively more accessible, faster and 

affordable.  

The study will be limited to the two essential types of ODR software: Instrumental ODR and 

Principal ODR. Instrumental ODR systems are virtual platforms, which perform the perfect 

role of the fourth party, facilitating the interaction between the disputant parties and the third-

                                                      
18 The United Nations Commission of International Trade Law (UNCITRAL), available at https://uncitral.un.org/ 

(visited 25 August, 2020).  
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party human being in the resolution process. On the other hand, Principal ODR systems are 

automated platforms, which not only engage in facilitating communication but also perform 

traditional third-party roles in the resolution of the dispute using AI. 

From the above discussion, it is apparent that our initial objectives should be to have specially-

designed ODR platforms, crafted taken into consideration the requirements of the Indian 

judicial system, specifically the subordinate courts. A smooth virtual platform delivering 

efficient dispute resolution with least physical contact is the only practical solution to deal with 

calamities such as a pandemic, war, or riots, which have the potential to disrupt access to 

justice.  

At the present juncture, we must look at the Indian legal structure from a holistic perspective. 

The hierarchical structure of the judiciary has given rise to disparities in the technological 

integration in the Indian courts. The e-Committee of the Supreme Court consists of notable 

individuals from the legal industry, as well as the evolving field of advanced computing and 

technology. On the other hand, we, as ordinary citizens, do not get much insight as to the 

formation and functioning of the e-Committees of different High Courts and subordinate 

courts. The stakeholders must make all possible endeavor to decentralize the process of 

transmitting technology into the legal arena so as to empower the subordinate courts to come 

up with innovative technical solutions with equitable human and financial resources serving 

their purpose. The need for collaboration of the Supreme Court with that of different e-

committees of various High Courts is also essential at this nascent stage of technology 

transmission, so that pioneering work by any such e-committee can be shared and implemented 

at a larger scale. 

We should also consider that the private sector has developed some vital aspects involved in 

virtual courts, such as case management, and smart scheduling systems. The e-Committees 

should adopt an institutionalized approach in collaborating with the private players to develop 

a suitable instrumental ODR system, in order that the judiciary can exercise proper checks and 

balances in operating the system. The strategy of the judiciary for ensuring the viability of each 

of the aspects involved in the ODR system is extremely significant since it is being developed 

for the sole purpose of ensuring access to justice for the commoners. We must keep in mind 

that the e-committees of the various courts should consist of experts in the fields of technology, 

management, and psychology, for the successful accomplishment of this ambitious vision. In 

the process of developing the ODR system, it is the responsibility of the judiciary to choose 

the specific technologies, which adhere to the principles of equal access, due process, and data 
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protection. The platform and its features must be designed in a manner that assists in the 

performance of the stakeholders, i.e., judges, lawyers, registry, and the litigants. 

We cannot lose sight of the fact that the combination of AI and ODR systems can enable us to 

bring in practice, Sander’s vision of the multi-door courthouse. Sander had envisaged a diverse 

panoply of dispute resolution processes, to suit different varieties of cases perfectly. The 

dispute would be initially channeled through a screening process, which would direct the 

parties to the most appropriate form of dispute resolution. Multi-tailored ODR processes can 

assist lawyers in finding the most appropriate form of Dispute Resolution if they desire an out-

of-court settlement. Similarly, Sanders’ multi-door courthouse system could be employed in 

the subordinate courts to make the system more efficient. The concepts of ODR and AI 

technology is not new to our jurisdiction and has also found their proponents, who are vocal in 

gradually introducing technology into the legal system. Such a movement found its major 

proponent in Justice (Retd.) K. Kannan, who is vocal about the introduction of AI in the Indian 

judiciary, and believes that AI modules can be applied to specific categories of cases, which 

do not necessarily require any elaborate oral evidence. 

The eBay19 Resolution Centre is one example of an ODR mechanism, which has successfully 

applied AI in dispute resolution. The incorporated Principal ODR system uses the Big-data 

approach to analyze the dispute and diagnose the most appropriate dispute resolution option 

for the disputants. Ninety percent of the cases are resolved and accepted by the parties, with 

the assistance of the Principal ODR software, without any external human intervention. Thus, 

the use of an AI-based analytics system could be initially attempted in ADR Mechanisms such 

as Arbitration, a field that is open to the adoption of modern and innovative technologies. The 

concept of ODR has received a large number of successful responses in the immensely 

developing field of Arbitration.  

For instance, the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) Commission on Arbitration and 

ADR has acknowledged and supported the use of video-conferencing in procedural hearings. 

It has also adopted some vital measures to tackle the risks of Instrumental ODR.  

V. ODR: POST COVID 

The implications of the COVID-19 pandemic have understandably extended to justice delivery. 

Not only has the response merited a change in how Courts are hearing matters, but also a steep 

upward adjustment for expected matters in terms of numbers requiring dispute resolution. The 

                                                      
19 Supra, note 11 
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resultant situation from the pandemic has required a swift and long term relook at solutions 

that can help increase dispute avoidance, and conflict resolution outside of the Courts, but with 

their support. Invariably, technology will be able to bring in efficiency, affordability, and scale 

to what is an urgent need for sustainable and ongoing access to justice. This is why Online 

Dispute Resolution (ODR) has the potential to be a transformative and disruptive mechanism 

for resolving disputes. 

The pandemic has forced a shift towards solutions that minimize contact and can be activated 

through technology, including for resolution of disputes. The crucial role of technology has 

been enhanced, especially in allowing remote contactless support to daily work roles, flagging 

its importance to a flat and affordable form of access to justice. Progressive and disruptive 

changes in justice delivery are critical components and they can alter the course of access to 

justice in an unprecedented way. Each arm of the Indian system is working towards a solution-

driven future and that is where the change will be visible. 

The pandemic and the responses necessitated by it, have led to adjustments across the dispute 

resolution ecosystem. Several institutional arbitration centers across the world, including the 

ICC, the International Center for Dispute Resolution, the Singapore International Arbitration 

Centre and others have recently issued guidance to facilitate remote participation in hearings 

through videoconferencing. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In view of the COVID-19 outbreak and the declaration of the consequent lockdown, though 

there has been a complete bar on physical movement, the exercise of civil rights and liberties 

of an individual cannot stand abrogated. The primary objective of the judicial system is to 

provide access to justice to the ordinary Indian citizen. Unfortunately, due to the suspension of 

the functioning of the subordinate courts, the majority of the Indian citizens have no legal 

recourse. Similarly, the constitutional courts have a large number of pending writ petitions, 

which deal with the alleged infringement of civil liberties of a large number of individuals.  

Therefore, the infringement has to be redressed, and suspension of the redressal process would 

itself be a violation of the fundamental rights of an individual. Thus, we must realize that there 

is an urgent need for conceiving and developing a virtual form of justice delivery system with 

the application of ODR and AI technologies to supplement the existing judicial framework. 

The failure to evolve such supplementary virtual form for dispensation of justice will defeat 

the fundamental purpose of the Indian legal system, and thereby, herald the fall of one of the 

most significant pillars of our democratic structure by trampling citizens’ rights without justice. 


